
Ages 9-16

Saturday 
Classes

youth progrAms fAll 2010

MIA youth classes provide challenging hands-on 

art experiences that are enriched and inspired 

by works of art in the museum’s collection 

and special exhibitions. Led by trained 

instructors, museum classes offer young people 

a broad cultural view of art history, as well as 

fascinating insights into artists, techniques, 

and styles. 

In the galleries, students spend time learning 

directly from masterpieces. In the studio, 

students develop basic art skills, experiment 

with an array of artistic mediums, and gain 

confidence through exercises that foster 

self-expression. Creative problem-solving 
and art-making activities are integrated into 

each class. Selected artworks by students are 

displayed in gallery 110. 

register 
todAy!

download the 
registration form 
pdf, fill it in, and 

mail it. or call 
(612) 870-3131.

http://www.artsmia.org


sAturdAys, 5 weeks

Pieter Claesz, Still Life, 1643, oil on panel, The Eldridge C. Cooke Fund

Setting the Scene
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Ages 9–11

10 am to noon

Section f10

Ages 12–14

1 to 3 pm

Section f11

Ages 14–16

3 to 5 pm

Section f12

september 25–oCtober 23

in the gAlleries 
Explore all aspects of line, •	

tone, and perspective.

Discuss stylistic issues in art •	

and what makes a successful 

composition.

Create gallery sketches to •	

capture details for your 

composition.

it’s time to spruce up the picture. let’s learn a few tricks of the trade to organize your picture plane, 
create captivating compositions, and promote your unique perspective.

in the studio 
Create exciting •	

compositions through 

a series of innovative 

techniques.

Work with concepts of line, •	

value, gesture, and more.

Learn how to lead the eye •	

of the viewer to the desired 

focal point.

mAteriAls
Charcoal, variety of papers

tuition 

$80; $60 MIA members

seCtions 

Limited to 20

instruCtor 

Emily Sheehan
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Ages 9–11

10 am to noon

Section f13

Ages 12–14

1 to 3 pm

Section f14

Ages 14–16

3 to 5 pm

Section f15

sAturdAys, 5 weeks november 6–deCember 11

Frame by 
Frame 
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Yoshitomo Nara, Your Dog, 1959, 
fiberglass, gift of Dr. George T. Shea 

and Gordon Locksley

in the gAlleries 
Find fun, simple forms •	

and favorite images to 

animate.

Create gallery sketches •	

to capture details for 

your animation. 

Discuss technology’s •	

influence on art-

making.

in the studio 
Draw a comic strip and use •	

a Zoetrope to show your 

animation.

Sketch character sequences •	

in a flipbook and record 

movements frame by frame.

Transform your flipbook into •	

an animated short set to 

custom sound effects.

mAteriAls
Pencil, paper, Windows Moviemaker

tuition 

$80; $60 MIA members

seCtions 

Limited to 20

instruCtor 

Jenea Rewertz-Targui

whether funny, serious, sentimental, or absurd, handcrafted 
filmmaking can change the way we view the world around us. let’s see 
how easy it is to bring artworks to life with flipbooks and technology.

*Off Saturday, November 27
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